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After the ce,sc: summary vas completed and revie-vred by Quality Control, 

it l'i'HS mailed to tbe applica_nt and docketed for Bca rcl review. Origina Li :¥ , 

it was the Board's intended policy to wait 30 days before hearing the case, 

in order to allmv the applicant time to respond to the summar;y. Because 

the case preparation never ran very far ahead of Board consideration, the 

cases were heard prior to the expiration of this period. In order to 

accommodate this ct.ange, the rules· provided. that the submission of any fact 

·which could possibly effect the preliminary result 1wuld cause the case to 

be referred to a ne'd panel. To guard against penalizing an applicant from 

this double revie1·1, the second panel was barred from recommending a more 

severe result. The only exception to this vras if the subsequent infor-

mation disclosed a serious felony which the Board. could. not properly ignore. 

Board Considerstion 

The entire case preparation stage was, of course, preliminary to the 

presentation and revievr of the case by· the Board members. In the early, 

formative meetings, the Board briefly considered alternatives of delegating 

some evaluative role to the staff. This suggestion vras raised again when 

the large influx of cases required us to reconsider our procedures. From 

the start, ho;·;ever, the Board was unanimous in the view that the full 

(
~·"F,;~l[. 

",•' 

responsibility for review and recom.mendation should lie with it alone. -~ 
; 

To ensure the integrity of this process, and to preserve the objectivity '~---0"' 
"~--...-""' 

of the staff attorney presenting the case, the Board also rejected the idea 

of having the ste.ff make preliminary recommendations as to the proper case 

disposition. On occasion, Board members asked the staff attorney .involved in 

the case for a ,judgm.-:nt on particular fuct.s, primarily because the attorney 

was closely fur::iJJar vli th the entire record. But this happened infrequently, 

and staff attorn.sys \·n~re continually .reminded that they ·were not udvocate;, 
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for or ogainst the applicant. 

The Boo.rd did not comdder i t.self as operating in an adversary setting, 

so its deliberations were not conducted :i.n that form. An efficient adversary 

proceeding demands vigorous representation on both sides, cross-examination, 

and strict requirements of proof and rebuttal. This 1vas totally inappropriate 

to a clemency proceeding, with neither mlr applicants nor their counsel 

present during almost all case hearings. By rejecting an attorney approach, 

the Bosrd \·;as not required to be formal in its proceedings, and its 

deliberations ·Here not as brutal and competitive as are ordinary trials. 

The purpose of the President 1 s progrmrr vms to heal wounds and to reconcile, 

and the Board 1 s approach l·:as consistent 1vi th that goal. 

Originall;y, cases were presented to the Board, with the attorney giving 

a fonu2l recitation of the facts of the case.· Tbis procedure proved 

impractical lvhen the Board 1 s docket expanded in January, February and March. 

Thereafter, v:i th the increase of the Board from nine to eighteen, and the 

case-preparation staff from about a dozen to 300, the Board changed its 

procedure. :Members sat in panels of 3 or 4 v:h::.cll were changed weekly, and 

sorr;etimes more often. In advance of each panel meeting, case summaries vrere 
-~-·· 

distributed to each panel member. On an average week, each panel was {;:;<,~ , . 
responsible for 100-125 cases each day, and a vreekly total of 300-450. This~ 
usually meant t\vo days of reading cases for every three days of decision. ~----· . 

Panels v;ere sometimes scheduled such that Board members 1vould meet more often, 

and case-reading vms done on weekends. From June through late August, an 

average Board member met in panels or in ple,1ary session or to read cases 

11 dc<YS each Hcek. He calculate that some mer:1bers heard as many as 5000 cases, 

with the av~rMgG member sitting on 3000 cases. 



;:-19 

. , Ik~cCl~Sc" each p::1nel member r~ad reo~ the case summ:.u-y pdor to the formal 

deli.Dcratlon,. an oral prcsentat~orl•'as no longer required by t.he attorney. 
. . I 

l.Ie vJas available·, bm:ever, to su.bmi t a(lditional information gathered after 

' 
the sulnmary had been prepared, to read letters, and to answer questions 

: i 
from the full file. Panel members then jcom11ared their views on the 

'j 

applicable aggravating and mitigating f~ctors in the case. Once this was 

agreed upon, the panel discussed the prover disposition. 

Originally the Board v1as concerned that the chanu;e to a panel proceeding 

would seriously impair its VJork. Hm·rever, the advance reading more than 

counter-balanced the absence of a full recitation. A careful balancing of 

panel membership resulted (n a remarkable degree of consistency among panels. 

The various procedures vle !initiated for referrals to the full Board were also 

designed to ensure a high degree of consistency. 

Inevitably fatigue and a large caseload caused :problems for each of us. 

HoVIever, after we adjusted to deciding cases in panels and hearing them 

quickly, our consistency on fairtl'2SS vras not materially affected by these 

changes. Lengthy discussions did not always shed greater light on a case or 

improve our understanding of it. In most instances, the relevant factors were 

not in doubt, and the panel members v1ere in substantial agreement on a 

recommendation. The vast majority of "easy" cases like this left sufficient 

opportm1ities for more lengthy discussions about complicated cases. And where 

there v1ere any irreconcilable differences in a panel on the treatment of a case, 

it was presented aneVI before the full Boaru. Hhile there is no question that 

vre would have preferred a less hectic and exhausting pace than the. continuous 
.,,,. 

schedule vle met from <Tune on, we do not bnlieve that our iwrkload resulted 

any m':'asurable impact on thr~ efficiency or fairness of our work. 

~I 
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Any Board mr~mber could. freely rcfef a case from a panel to the .::ull Board for 

I 
reconsideration. No case \Ws final 1mt:il the Prt,:.>:ident hetd signed a muster 

! 
i 

v:arrnnt 'l·lhich included that case disJ;Kl2•ition. The Board relied on help from 

a computer to comp:J.re each n;[;ult to the pa t.tern of results for similar cases. 

Also, any case attorney dissatisfied 'l·ri t(1 any case disposition could flag 

that case for determination by the Chairnan as to whether it should be 

reconsidered by the .full I:'·oard. A lec;al onalys:Ls staff revieVTed. the col'l}mter-

bd'lf 
1

• 

flagged cases (which included/\ harsh Emd. lenient cases) and the nttorney-

flagged cases before they were referred to the Chairman. Altogether, the 

computer led to the reconsideration of ctbout 300 cases, the case attorneys 

to another 100, and the unaided Board to 600 more. 

I 

Altogether, 1,000 cases 

were reconsidered. 

In applying this reconsideration process, the Board 1vas not delegating 

its referral function to the staff. Actual referrals could only be made by 

a Board member, who actually could accept or reject the advice of the staff. 

Openness, Privacy and Counseling 

Three aspects of our procedures deserve special emphasis. Because the 

Board \vas concerned about giving the 1·1idest possible procedural rights to 

applicants, vle stressed the openness of our proceedings, the privacy of our 

applicant, and his right to counseling. 

The Board process v7as as open as possible, except for the actual dis-

\ 

cussion of particular cases. The Board announced its substantive and pro-

cedur·al rules, published them in the Federal Regi;-d;er, and gave special 

attention to giving them Vlide public distribution. Our major instructions 

to staff were also distributed to 8pplicantS£, r_md supplementary decisions 

and ·precedents \·rere published in a staff publicatj_on, the _gJcrnt-:ncy L~Xvl Reporter. 

i'he Reporter VIas made available on reque;; t to the public. Jbard files -vren: ,...,._..... __ _ 



open to the applicant but obviously could not be sent to him. This 

) 
I 

required the applicant or his attorney to contact someone in tbe Hashington 

area to examine the records for him. Where possible, :information was 

" ~ 1 
.' .-.:' 

relayed by phone, and small portions duplicated. For the most part, hmrever, 

vJe received .few requests for access to file lJWterial other than the case 

summary. The Board did not consider information not also available to 

the applicant. 

Applicants were not advised of the Board's recommendations, since u.s an 

advisory body to the President, our advice had to be kept confide11tial 

until the President had made his mm decisions. Once the President had acted, 

the result was relayed to the applicant, along with a list of the factors 

the Board had identified in his case. Obviously, the Board could not 

describe how each different member had weighed the combinations and \ve ITiade 

this clear for the applicant. But the listing plus the summary did inform 

each applicant hov1 the Board had handled his case. It also gave him a basis 

for any application for reconsideration he wished to make. 

We tried to reconcile the competing demands of open process and our 

applicants' privacy. Applicants were guaranteed confidentiality, and great 

care was taken to avoid any identifying information on snrmnaries. The 

summary itself was sent by registered mail to prevent anyone but the 

applicant seeing it. Information submitted by the applicant was kept confi-

dential, even from law enforcement agencies. Despite the seriousness of the 

demand, the Board felt that its promise of confidentiality and the integrity 
.. /-q,. 

of the clemency process required that no person be put in -a worse .position & 
because he ap1)lied. As it turned out, there vrere less than a dozen inquiri~:~ 

from law enforcement agencies, anc,i a good· numbe.r of these VJerc~ reque~::ts to 

see I)re-ex:i.sting official· files. The requirements of privacy me~:mt th:::t the 



Board vras 110t able to J>Ublish case sun1Il1.ad.es with diSJ:Iositions :in order to 

·form a pool of precedents for pub.lic e;uidance. ~'o do so would have 

jeopardized the pron1 ise of privacy vw made to our applicants. For a brief 

priod, shorter ex:planatory paragraphs Here prepared describing the decisive 

characteristics of each disposition. These proved extremely difficult to 

prepare 1d th precision and 1-.rere not helpful to other ap})licants or the 

press. They \·:ere discontinued after a fevr months in favor of the use of 

the Clemency Ls;.,- Re-r:,orter to give definitions and illustrations of factors 

we applied in our considerations. 

The requil·emer...t of privacy inevitably meant chat the public was not 

well-inforDed of our proceedings. In only one case did an a1>plicant Haive his 

rights to a closed hearing and request a public hearing with the press present. 

More such cases IWUld have increased public understanding, but it viaS not 

l'li thin the Board 1 s province to have them. 

Despite the informality·and simplicity of our processes, we believed that 

we had an obligation to encourage applicants to seek legal counseling. 1'his 

was perhaps our greatest disappointment, because the legal assistance 

organizations il-1 the country were either unwilling or unable to accept applicants 

as a regular r:1atter. Although the Board tried to persuade these groups to alluH their 

inclusion on our legal referral lists, economic constraints and philosophic 

opposition to the program led most to decline, thus leaving willing applicants 

to proceed on their mm resources. This persuaded us to make our procedures 

as flexible us possible::, but there is no question that the lesser educated and 

disadvantaceo. could havr" profited by outside help. This is not to cay that no 

groups cooperated. The; Ins Angeles County 

nuinber or a:ppl::.c:.:nts nncl helped mm~y more. 

Bar· Association represented a large,.-... 
~· FVf'._. 

A number of veterans c;roups whi · · 
. 

co: 
.,; 

cP . 
\, .. ... 

'-~~ _,~" 



were publicly critical of the IJrogrmn clid not let tbis stand in the v.ray 

' 
of their helping former scrvlccn:f~n curn/ a pardon and a clemency disclla.ct;e 

through our p1:ocess. ! 
I 
I 

\Vhere counseling ,,-as availab1e, iT> did have an imJpct eG_lJecial1y 

when counsel personal an;carance. 'l'he Board granted only a condi U.onal 

right to appear, but the number of reque ts 'ivere never very high. 

Of requests, \ver gl:'anted. The Board denied ----
appearances only because our decision to recommend an i1mnediate pardon 

made the request moot. 
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SUBSTANTIVE RULES FOR DECIDING CASES 

INTRODUCTION 

_.----- In considering tl1e approxin1ately 16,000 appli.cants who were eligi,ble for 

the program, He confronted an incredibly diverse array of motivations and· 

situations. In treating applicants as individuals, there was an obvious need 

to regularize the dccision-makinr; process so that \ve could be confident that 

we would treat individuals in similar positions equitably. 

I . 

At the very first meeting 1in \vhich \ve began to examine cases, \ve 

developed· a preliminary set of relevant factors which \ve announced as important 

in evalunting cases •. As we came upon ne\v circumstances Hhich \ve deemed impor-

tant_, we added them to our list. This posed no problem of consistency wich 

past decisions. The Board, ho•vever, resisted the temptation t() change factor$ 

once dc.cic'.cd, or to add factors previously rejected, since it Has obviously 

inadvisable to apply different rules to later cases. The Board did this only 

once, in July, when it made drug addiction a qualifying condition warranting 
i 

the application of Nitigating ~actor #3. On a few occasions, the Board added 

factors to mah:e explicit considerations whi.ch it recognized as :bmp:ntant and 

which it had in fact been applying. And, of course, the meaning and application 

of each factor evolved over-time as they were applied to differing circumstances. 

In the r.~ain, hmvever, the list of factors remained unchanged, and each Board 

member diligently applied them to.each case. He are persuaded that the use of 

a defined set of· factors \vas instrumental in guiding our decisions, in insuring 

consistency, and in informing the applicants, the public, and the President of 

the way \·7e ,:,ere carrying out our responsibilities. 

By using a specific list of aggravating· and mitigating circumstances, \Je 

feel that He achieved several objectives, several of \vhich have been prev:i.Qusly 
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discussed in this report. Nonetheless, they bear repetition here. First, 
I 
I 

\-lC were able to give notice to our ~pplicants of the frame\vork within· \·lhich 

we considered· each application. In I other \vords, \·le were able to maintain a degree 

Of openness toHards __ our app_lj_cants rf· the- framC\·lDrk- ~vithii.n Hhich We consi.der-
1 

ed each application. In other word~, we were able to maintain a degree of • 
i i 

I 

openness in our proceedings. Second~ the existence of aggravating and mitigating 
I I 

~ I 
matter ;<?f circumstances forced us as a procedure, to focus on all aspects of an 

! 
. i I ' 

applicant's case and, therefore,, to :treat him as an individual. Finally, since / 

the factors or circumstances found ~J us Here ultimately conmunicated to the I 
I I -- - I 

applicant, it provided individuals with an indication of the basis for our final 

- --- .. ---~-------------. 

decision. .[t ai.so_J?t:0_vided a-mechanism \-lith Which We could reconsider~_our_ OWIL~ 

decision should the applicant appeal. 

The second importJt device we instituted to guide our decisions was to 
I 
I 

calculate a baseline period of alternative service for '-each case. The use o_f this 

formuia, a starting point in our deliberation, acknowledged the basic difference 

bet\·7een our applicants and those eli2;ible for the DOJ and DOD programs. He 

grounded our calculation on the fact that our applicants had not been fugitives 

at the commencenent of the program, but had already paid a legal penalty for 

their offenses. They had already received a civilian or military conviction, 
' 

or a less-than-honorable administrative discharge. In order to reflect the fact 

that a pardon for a conviction could never be as beneficial a remedy as complete 

relief from prosecution, in all but the rarest case our forurula resulted in a 

starting-point significantly less than the Z4 rn.onths v7hich the other two programs 

used. 

In the follmving pages, He will discuss at som~ length how ·we decided on 

these rules and ho'" we applied then. Becanse this Has the basis of our 
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work, and because it reflects the differing ways in \vhich each Board member 

addressed his or her own responsibilities, \<Te feel this section is parti-

cularly important. 

BASE -LINE Ci\LCUT ... L~,TIONS 

The base-line formula, once established, remained unchanged throughout our 

deliberations. He, like DOD and DOJ, bega·n our calculation with 24 months, 

the maximum period set forth in the President's Proclamation. This period 

represents the normal amount of milit~ry service ,.,hich each draftee had been 

obligated to perform, and the period which conscientious objectors are expected 

to serve in lieu of military duty. Because many of our applicants had served 

confinement for their offenses, we took this into account by reducing the base-

line by a factor of three months for every month 1 s confinement. The base \<78'>· 

further reduced one month for every month of court-ordered alternative service, 

probation, or parole previously served, provided the applicant had not been 

prematurely terminated because of lack of cooperation. 
i 

This final calculation was subject to three exceptions. First, the baseline 

was never less than three months in any case. Second, if the calculated base-

line was greater than either the judge's sentence or the sentence adjudged at 

court-martial, that length of sentence became th.e baseline. Third, in all. 

cases of undesirable discharges, the baseline automatically became three 

months. The Bo~rd adopted this minimum period for administrative discharge 

cases to reflect the fact that the military authorities had determined these 

persons 1 offenses did not \varrant the more serious consequences of a court-

martial. This appro_ach plus the three-to-one credit for confinement, served 

to establish an equitable starting point for the dif·£erent categories of PCB 

f ~~ 

~ '' 
\·,., \ ( __ 

•• ... ,'~~..,. > 
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applicnnts. 1/ 

In comp<trison, both DOD and DOJ used 2L~ months baselines. Both· these programs 

acted pursuanl:; to the explicit dictates of the Presidential Proclamation 4613. 

For Justice Dept. applicants, section l of the Proclamation stated: 

uThe period of service shall be tHenty-four months, which may 
be reduced by the Attorney General because of mitigating circumstances." 

Concerning d1e DOD Program, the Procl~mation, in section 2, provided: 

"The period of service shall be tuenty-four months ,.,hich m.ny be reduced 
by the Secretary of the appropriate rlilitary Department, or Secretary 
of Transportation for members of the Coast Guard, because of mitigating 
circumstances." · · · 

The Board's approach v7as possible because both the Proclamation and the 

Executive Order gave· the Board sufficient flexibility in determining approp:cLJtc 

lengths of alternative service. The starting point of 2!+ months \vas not made 

mandatory for us. 

I/Bccause of the inordinately large number of administrative discharge 
cases Hi th 3-month baselines, our aven1.ge baseline figure ~-ms 
If ·He look only to the cases of persons convicted of military or 
civilian offenses, the average baseline is Interestingly, the 
military sentences for M~OL and desertation were significantly lower 
than those imposed by feferal courts for draft evasion convictions. · 
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j 
In each of the three prosrams tl c baseline, or starting period, did not 

necessarily r~present the actual pe iod of alternative service to be assigned 

the 1'l.pplicant. All three progr<Jms, in accordance with the President's desire, 
I 

created miti3atin3 factors to reduce.the baseline. The Presidential Clemency 

i I 
Board because of our reduced baseli1j' also used aggravating circumstances 

I I 

to raise the baseline in certain cases. The baseline was a mathematical 
I: 

application of several basic principies. Although it provided an equitable 
i i 

startin& point, the major detcrminanJs in every case were the aggravating and 

mitigating circumstances.· 

AGGRAVATTNG i\ND 1-ITTIG!.TING F;\.CTORS 

The criteria ue usld were ah1ays 

full Board itself. Ou criteria were 
! 

Register on November 27, 197L•, 2:../ and 

established and ar.1ended by vote of the 

first formally published in the Federal 

comments Here solicited from various 

organizations and individuals Hith an interest in the clemency-amnesty issue. 

There \Jere over 40 responses. Since November of 1974, our regulations have 

been amended t\vice to reflect changes and additions to the factors. (The 

regulations of the Board are published ·verbratim in Appendix ) • 

There Has considerable expansion of the aggravating and mitigating circum-

stances over the course of our 't·70rk. The majority of these additions and 

mofifications occured v1ith respest to the military applicants. After the 

Board 1 s public information program, 't·re discovered that the majority of our 

applicants v1ere former ·servicemen 'tvhose absences Here not explicitly unrelated 

to the Vietnam Vlar. It did not take us long to realize that a fair evaluation 

of these cased required additional aggra_xating and mitigating !actors >·rhich 

~/ 39 FR 41351-(1974) 

~I 
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i. 

An examination of took into account the applicant's entire military record. 
i 

our nmendmcnts to the rules shows that we \Vent from seven to t\vclve aggravntlng 
! 

circumstances and from eleven to sixteen mitigating circumstances. All 
i 

but i 

I 

one of these additions \·lere exclusively applied to military cases. 1/ ~ I 

The Board examined its first cases beginning in October 1974, At first, 

\.Je applied the factors subjectively. Hm..rever, it soon became clear that we 
) 

were not evaluating the cases in a consistent manner, and each of us \vas not 

m-1are hm..r other members \vere assessing the cases. After \ve had tentatively 

decided 

'}_/ 
_ ..... 

The criteria for the DoD clemency program were estabU_shed in a 
memorandum dated September 17, 1974, from the Secretary of Defense 
to the Secretaries of the Military Departments. The criteria for 
the DoJ program were set forth in a directive dated September 16, 
1974, from the Attorney General to all United States Attorneys. 
Both of these programs had a catch-all provision. for other.or 
future criteria. In each case, the other two phases followed 
the suggested list of factors set forth in the Proclamation. 

. ·::_,,. 

/'c:., 
' . 

!'-:' 

i 
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a few dozen cas~s, we asked the staff to compare our results. This exercise 

demonstrated to us that we had to be more specific and controlled in our 

work. We imposed a more rigorous set of guidelines on ourselves there-

after, making certain that Board members were'in general agreement on the 

presence or absence of aggravating and mitigating factors before weighing 

them and coming to a conclusion •. 

i 
! 

Once the Board had discussed and agreed on the factors present in each case, 

each Member expressed his or her view on the appropriate result. To channel 

our decisions, we agreed to increase or decrease the base-line by three-month 

intervals. If the aggravating and mitigating factors were of eGual weight, 

we would leave the base-line standing. If the weight came down more on one 

side, the base-line w~:>uld be changed by an increment of those months. Where 

the factors on one side were very clear-cut, we moved by a double group, or si 

six months. In unusual cases of; aggravation, we would increase the base-line 

by 9 months. By general agreement, the Board decided that a maximum period 

could be recommended if that was the alternative to a no-clemency decision. 

Of course, in particularly deserving cases the base-line could be reduced 

to zero and immediate clemency recommended. 

' i 

The judgment process was, of course, different for each of us. Because of- the differ-

ent weight we accorded to various factors and combinations of factors. This 

was not only unavoidable, but desirable. The President had deliberately 

decided to appoint an advisory committee composed of members with differing 

experiences and viewpoints,. rather than the alternative of organtzing the 

task to a single individual, such as the Pardon Attorney in the Justice 

Department. We clearly wanted this phase of his program administered in a 

,,c ~-. 

(~~ 
\:, 
'\& 

\, .. 
"'-•-......-......,~---__.,..,. 
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unique way. We expected the give and take that was inevitable in a body 

impossed of pressures with strong and differing values. Dis.senting members 

asked to have their disagreement.notel formally for the record in very few 
:!,I 

instances. 1 I 
II 

On only a few occasions was a case ref~!rred to the President with the division 

of the Board noted. 

The factors we considered fall into 4 major categories. First, we examined the 

reason for the offense, which could involve for example, the presence or absence 

of conscientious feelings, an improper or questionable denial of draft exemption;_ 

on the part of an applicant, or a lack of mental or physical or education capacity 

to appreciate his obligatfons; or combat stress or personal problems which con

tributed to the offense. 

s·econd, we examined the circumstances surrounding the offense: For example 

whether he used force in the commission of his offense, and, for military cases, 

whether he had previous absences or a particularly long period of AWOL. 

Third, we examined the individual's overall record. For military cases, we 

.looked to see if he had served in Vietnam, whether he had volunteered, whether 

he had decorations or an unusually good record before the offense, whether he 

had been wounded or disabled, how long he had served creditably, or if he had 

other bad marks in his record, and whether the•absence had occurred in the war-

zone or after orders to go t0 Vietnam. 

~I 

l 

I 

I 
\ 

l 
r 
I 
I 
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For civilian ca.ses, we looked to see if he had violated probation or parole, 

whether or not he had completed alternative service, and whethe~ the outside 

record showed service in the public interest or, conversely, other felony 

convictions. 

Finally, we tooK into account any false statements made by the applicant to 

the Presidential Clemency Board, and where pertinent, we sometimes considered 

the individual's physical or psychological ability to perform any period of 

alternative service. 

The following pages discuss each of the factors in turn, explaining why we 

thought them important, what relative weight we gave each, and what circum

stances we applied them to. JL/ 

. Civilian Cases: The wide diversity of situations made it impossible to apply 

any one stereotype to the civilian applicants, so we found it necessary to 

examine several criteria in order to get a complete picture of the case. The 

reason for the offense was our greatest concern, but we also considered certain 

other circumstances of an applicant's offense. By examining the applicant's 

service to his community and the circumstances surrounding his applicant, we 

were able to focus on other considerations which might have made him more or 

less deserving of clemency. In many cases, an applicant's draft offense was 

the only discreditable incident in his life. 

(1) Reasons for his offense: 

Probably the most important question we could ask about an individual 
"-=::=-

was why he committed his offense. On the basis of the applicant~s statements.~· 

!!_I > 
In appendix , we have reprinted the memo distributed to Board 
members and staff which lists the various factors, and gives illustra
tions of the different fact situations which qualified under each factor. 
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i 
and official records we considered whether or not his motivation for com-

mitting his draft offense was consciehtious or selfish. I . 
We were predisposed to be clement in cases where there was evidence 

i 
i \ ~ 

that applicant acted for conscientiou~: reasons or had been denied con-
It 

scientious objector status (or any oth~r classification) on narrmv or improper 
! \ 

grounds. We reasoned that had the applicant been granted his deferment or 
! I 

examption, he woul.d not have been convicted of a draft offense in the first 
i 

place. In about one-fifty of our cases, such a denial was clearly one of the 

reasons for an applicant's offense. 

We also realized that a civilian applicant's offense might have been 

explained by lack of education or capacity to understand his obligations 

and available remedies, ~y personal or family problems, or by some mental or 
I 

physical condition. ~uch an explanation applied more ofter to our lower-income, 

less articulate applicants. 

When we did not find a reasonable justification for the offense, we 

tried to discern whether the applicant connnitted his offense for selfish or 

manipulative reasons. Usually, there was evidence to substantiate this con-

elusion. Where there was not, we looked at the inferences which could be 

drawn feom the case, although we never gave such an inference the same weight 

as direct evidence. 

Brief descriptions of the individual aggravating and mitigating circum-

stances which were considered as reasons for the offense are offered below: 

Evidence that Applicant Acted for Conscientious Reasons: (Mitigating Factor #10) 

A great many of our civilian applicants connnitted offenses out of sincere ethical 

or religious beliefs. Most conscientious obj~ctors clearly fall into this cate-

gory. 

~I 
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(No. 2742) l.Jhile in college, applicant came under the influence 
of and actua~ly worked with a group of Quakers. It 
was then that he developed conscientious objections 
to the war. 

We were not concerned whether applicants had previously filed for c.o. status 

becau·se some applicants did not know they could apply. Others who opposed 

·only the Vietnam War did not bother to file c.o. claims since the courts have 

determined that a sincere objection to a specific war does not qualify for c.o • 

status. 
.1_/ 

(No. 9157) Because of the applicant's beliefs that peace among 
human beings is of the ultimate necessity, he became 
involved in anti-war demonstrations. 

Several religions such as the Quakers, Brethern, Black Muslims, and Jehovah's 

Witnesses fell into this category. The Jehovah's Witness cases were particular-

ly distressing to the-Board. Members of this religion consider the Selective 

Service System as part of the military process and do not feel they can act on 

a Selective Service direction to perform alternative service and still be true 

to their faith. They do accept alternative service when ordered by the courts. 

We found it disturbing that persons with.sincere and legal c.o. beliefs had to 

suffer a criminal conviction and sometimes even impriso~ent, because the law 

is imperfect. 

The Board found this factor in ( %) of its cases. Barring the presence 

of some especially aggravating factor, such as another serious felony convic-

tion, the Board generally recommended an immediate pardon. It did so because 

a majority of the Board was of the opinion that this was the classic circum-

stance which the President had in mind in establishing the program. 

·Denial of C.Oo Status on Grounds Which are Technical, Procedural, Improper, 

or Subsequently Held Unlawful by the Judiciary: (Mitigating Factor ffll) 

Some applicants had their c.o. claims denied on grounds which we~e 

5/ Gillette v United States. u 0 s 0 ( ) 
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subsequently held Ul\lawful by the Judicial •. Prior to the Welsh case, .2_1 

a C,O, was required to base his beliefs o1 religious grounds. In Welsh, the 

Sup~eme Court held it was sufficient if the c.o. claim was grounded on sincere 

ethical and moral beliefs. Although the court decision was not retroactive, 
i 

we felt it only fair to give credit to an a
1

pplicant who reveived a conviction 

I' 
simply because he was brought to trial hefore Welsh. We also looked favorably 

upon applicants whose c.o. request had beeni denied on purely technical or 

procedural grounds. 

(No. 14) Applicant applied for C.O. status after his student 
deferrment had expired. Applicant opposed the Vietnam 
War on an ideological basis, and he sincerely believed 
he was a conscientious objector. He did hospital work 
to wupport his beliefs, but he failed to comply with 
time requirements for status changes under the Selec
tive Service Act. Applicant's request for c.o. status 
was depied; consequently, he refused induction. 

We found this factor in ( %) of our cases. Here, too, it ordinarily resulted 

in immediate clemency, since we reasoned that had the c.o. status been granted, 

no offense and thus no conviction would have occurred. 

Procedural or Personal Unfairness: (Mitigating Factor #8) 

In civilian cases, this circumstance normally applied where 

an applicant was denied a Selective Service deferment or exemption or the right 

to apply for one, for reasons which appeared to be arbitrary or unfair. We were 

careful not to second-guess ~he local boards, and so did not apply this factor 

unless it was evident that the deferment or exception would not probably have 

been granted. Except for the questionable decision by their local board, such 

applicants would have been deferred or exempted from the draft and hence guilty 

of no draft offense. The deferment or exemption denied could have been for 

physica~ disability, hardship, or any other type of classification. 

I 
! 

i 
I 
l 
1 
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(No. 9411) Applicant was denied a hardship deferment solely 
on the grounds that he had applied after receiving · 
induction orders. Applicant's father had both 
brain damage and a drinking problem which might 
have qualified him for a hardship discharge. 

In th~se cases, the Board applied the spirit of the clemency process to discount 

technical bars to deferment which courts are not free to ignore. Orginally the 
I; 

Board did not distinguish between this factor mitigating factor #10 and - im-

proper denial of c.o. status. In its amended regulations of March 21, 1975, 

they were separated because the Board found the latter circumstance particularly 

significant in its determinations. 

Mental or Physical Condition: ('Hitigating Factor 1/:2) 

Generally, persons with serious mental or physical disability 

received deferments or exceptions, and so th~y did not often come before us. 

However, there were cases such as these: 

Ll 

(No. 4493) Applicant refused to report for a physical examination. 

40 FR 127663 

He claimed he had a disfiguring physical ailment which 
would subject him to embarressment if he were required 
to submit 
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to an examination before several other persons. Although 
applicant's attorney maintained that such ailment should 
qualify as a complete physical exemption, applicant's 
appeal for change ~f 1-A status was denied. 

Lack of Sufficient Education or Ability to Understand Obligations or 
Remedies Available Under the Law: (tlitigating Factor No. 1). 

In civilian cases, we looked to an applicant's IQ scores and 

educational level as an indication of his ability to understand his 
I . 

obligations. ! 

(Noo 83) Applicant has a sixth grade education and a Beta IQ of 
49. 

Evidence of retardation or permanent learning disability created a 

presumption that applicant had difficulties in coping with his 

environment. Likewise, we recognized the less severe but still 

significant problems faced by applicants .with low educational levels 

and cultural and language difficulties. ( )% of our civilian cases 

presented instances of particularly low mental capacity or education-
' 

al level, as compared with ( )% in the military cases• Barring the 

presence of serious aggravating factors, the existence of a strong 

Mitigating Factor No.1 or Mitigating Factor No. 2 resulted in a 

substantial reduction of the baseline and very often a recommendation 

of immediate clemency. 

Personal or Family Problems·: (Mitigating Factor No. 3) 

Many of_our civilian applicants had emotional, financial, 

marital, family, or other personal problems severe enough t~ have 

caused them to commit their draft offenses. Such as: 

. (Case No. 1477) Applicant told the investigating F.B.I. agent 
that he failed to report because his mother 
was suffering from arthritis, was unemployable, 
and dependent upon him for her financial, 
physical, and emotional well-being. 

'•: 
J 
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Evidence That Applicant Committed Offense for Obviously Manipulative 

and Selfish ~easons: (Aggravating ~actor No. 5). 
- I 

. I . 
This circumstance was used to indicate that a civilian applicant's 

I 
reasons for his offense were neither conscientious, justifiable, or 

I 

• I 

excusable. It applied in a wide range of factual situations and 
I 

:I 
reasons, usually ones of personal convenience or whim. 

; I 

(No. 1036) Applicant admits that he never gave much thought 
to his feelings about war until he received his 
induction notice. · He was given the opportunity 
to serve as a non-combatant, but admits that he 
procrastinated until he was no longer eligible. 

Superficially conscientious motives sometimes, upon further investi

. gation, proved to be selfish and manipulative. 

(No. 29) 
I 

Appl~cant's parents reared their children in the 
Moor~sh faith. The Muslim faith was the basis 
of the applicant's refusal to be inducted. 
Following high school, applicant became 
associated with a group of other Muslims, who 
because of their delinquent ways, were known 
as Outlaw Muslims. While a part of this group, 
he participated in a bank robbery. 

The Board did not necessarily deny clemency when this factor was 

present, but it did consider it one of the most serious aggravating 

circumstances. The Board believed that the President intended to 

give these individuals'a second chance if they showed they were 

willing to earn their way back. The presence of this factor generally 

~\ 

resulted in increasing an applicant's base-line period. The Board 

found A-5 in ( )% of the civilian cases. In rare civilian cases, 

where no evidence of reasons for an applicant's offense could be 

found or inferred, we applied a technical or weak A-5. Howev~r, such 

an inference was only mildly aggravatihg to an applicant's case. 

(2) Circumstances of the Offense 

Because civilian offenses consisted basically of a failure to 

perform a specific act, the only pertinent_circumstance of the offense 
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was whether ~pplicant surrendered to or was apprehended by the 

authorities before his trial. We did not weigh this factor .heavily, 

and we ignored it altogether if there was no clear evidence about it 

in the record. It had importance only in marginal cases. 

Voluntary Submission to Authorities: (Mitigating Factor No. 11) 

If an applicant voluntarily surrendered to authorities before his 

trial, we interpreted this as an indication of good faith acceptance 

of the consequences of his act. Since we looked at the applicant's 

ultimate intentions, it was immaterial whether the applicant was 

formally arrested. 

(No. 1407) Upon notification by his parents that a warrant 
for his arrest was about to be issued, be 
~submitted himself to the u.s. Marshal in the 
locsle where he was employed • 

. Nor was it necessary that the applicant physically present himself at 

a police station. It was sufficient if the applicant himself notified 

the authorities of his whereabouts. 

{No. 4563) Applicant failed to keep the Draft Board informed 
of his address from 28 Oct 69 to 8 Mar 71. He 
informed the Draft Board of his address on 31 May 
72 and was arrested 21 Jun 72 without offering 
resistance. 

Apprehension: (Aggravating Factor No. 12) 

If the applicant was apprehended by authorities, this created 

the presumption that the applicant did not :i.ntend to cooperate with 

either Selective Service or the judiciary. 

(No. 2848) Applicant was arrested on June 19, 1968, and 
transported to .the induction center.- He 
refused to be inducted and left the center. 

·He was rearrested December 21, 1968. 

The circumstances applied, although not as strongly, in cases where the 

applicant Has arrested but did not willfully evade authorfties. 

/ 

i 
\ 

+ .. i 
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(No. 1542) Applicant was aware that he was being sought by 
authorities after his indictment in July 1973 
but did not attempt to evade apprehension. He 
was arrested in January 1974. 

For a period, the Board only considered whether an individual had 

surrenderedo Because some Board members rightly pointed out that it 

was only proper that we also note apprehension as an aggravating 

circumstance, this factor was added. The new factor only made explicit 

a circumstance which the Board had always taken into account, and so 

no problems of inconsistency were raised. The Board rioted this 

circumstance of the person's apprehension whenever it had information. 

However, this factor was generally not weighed heavily and it had 
§_/ 

importance only in marginal cases. 

(3) Other Activities in the Community 

We were not exclusively concerned with a reexamination of an 

applicant's offense. We were also interested in the applicant's 

conduct in his community prior, during, and after his draft offense. 

His behavior could indicate the extent to which an applicant had on 

his own, earned reconciliation with his community. For example, an 

applicant's previous public service demonstrated his intent to be a 

.contributing member of the community and indicated that his offense 

did not reflect a total lack of civic responsibilityo Conversely, 

other adult convictions, any prior refusal to fulfill alternative 

service, or a violation of probation or parole reflected his 

disregard for the law, the rights of others, and the community in which 

§_I 
· · · . · .,.--; ··1:r 

The Board viewed any attendant use of force in the conmission Of/" 'f.· 
an offense as a serious factor. A review of civilian cases has(~ 
disclosed no instance in which this factor was found. \~ 

v 
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he lived. They caused us to question an applicant's willingness to 

I 
citizen and, hence, his good faith in 

l 
I' 

fulfill his obligations as a 

applying to us. 

In evaluating an applicant's :i.mpact upon his community, we 
i 

i I 

specifically considered the following circumstances: 
I 

i 

EmploYment and Other Activities of Service to the Public: 
(Mitigating Factor No. 7) · 

• I 

We looked with favor upon any work of benefit to the community, 

whether performed as alternative service or on a condition of 

probation. Any work contributed voluntarily was particularly 

· appealing. 

(No. 3258) As ahi condition of probation, applicant did 
volu teer work for a local church under the 
supekvision of the pastor. He also 
v~lunteered his time to help impoverished 
potato farmers harvest their crops. 

We included any public service performed before or after an applicant's 

draft offense. 

(no. 583) Applicant has spent the bulk of his time, in and 
out of school, teaching handicapped and impover-
ished children. · 

Other Adult Convictions (Aggravating Factor No. 1) 

If a civilian applicant had committed any non-draft-related offense 

for which he received a felony conviction, we questioned his basic 

worthiness to be awarded clemency by the President. Whether it 
\ 

occurred before or after his draft offense, other criminal behavior 

by the applicant hardly seemed consistent with his desire to earn 

clemency. Only a small percentage of our civilian applicants·had been 

convicted of felonies involving violence {rape, armed robbery, and;;::.~·"\:,:· 

i _, 

assault). 

~I 
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(Case No. 2407) In addition to his draft offense, this 
civilian applicant had three other felony 
convictions: sale of drugs; possession 
of stolen property, assault, abduction, 
and rape. 

These cases normally resulted in a no clemency disposition absent any 

strong mitigating factors. Others had committed less serious 

offenses, and we were prepared to consider granting clemency in their 

cases. 

(Case No. 1286) This civilian applicant was arrested for 
possession of barbiturates, after which 
he jumped bond and assumed his wife's 
maiden name. He was subsequently arrested 
for his draft offense, extradited, and 
convicted on the charge of possessing 
barbiturates. 

Arrests, trials ending in acquittal, misdemeanors, juvenile 

convictions, or convictions later set aside were not considered 

by the Board and we directed the staff not to bring this kind of 

information to our attention'. 

The problem of how to handle cases in which the civilian 

applicant had committed another serious offense was perhaps the 

most controversial issue we faced. At the outset, there were two 

diametrically opposed views in the Board. One Board member in 

particular argued that the President's program was designed to 

offer clemency_with regard to draft offenses only. He believed 

that the Board should disregard any offenses, no matter how 

serious, committed after the offense which qualified the 

applicant for the program • 

. Two Board members took the position that any unrelated felony 

conviction should result in denying clemency in all but the most 

unusual circumstances. They believed that the commission of 

.,_- -_,"·----' rf
-c··,· . ..., 

·: 
. 

. 

' 
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I 
i 

another offense was sufficient evidence to show that the individual 

I pardon. 
I 

was unworthy of a Presidential 

The Board recognized that th~ President had given us a very 

broad mandate. Under the terms of the Proclamation and Executive 
i! 

Order, it was free to reach any rea~onable conclusion in this issue. 
i l 

' Although either of these t'tvo po_sitions was a reasonable interpretation 

of the President's intentions, the Board decided it would take an 

intermediate position and would weigh each case on its own merits in 

accordance with the President's desire for a case-by-case determination. 

As a general matter, the Board viewed felonies involving personal 

violence as sufficienf reason to deny clemency. Felonies involving 

property were weigbedi together with the presence of strong mitigating 

factors. Unless the Board had strong reason to doubt the guilt of an 

applicant -- and this happened only rarely -- the presence of this 

factor invariably resulted at least in a substantial increase in the 

amount of alternative service. Because of the seriousness of its 

decision, the Board brought the question to the special attention 

of the President. It made clear that some members believed clemency 

was never appropriate in these cases, and that the Board was acting 

by a divided vote. In a number of instances, the decision to grant 

or deny clemency was by a one or two vote margin. 

Of all no clemency cases ( )% had this factor present. And 

where the factor was present, the average recommendation was ____ _ 

months. However, this factor appeared much more often in military 

cases. Only ( )% of the civilian cases bad Aggravating Factor No. 1. 

Prior Refusal to Fulfill Alternative Service: (Aggravating Factor No. 6) 

~~ To earn clemency, we usually asked our applicants ~o perform 

alte1~tive service. Therefore, we were skeptical about the good faith 
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of applicants who had not fulfilled an earlier promise to perform alternative 

service as a condition of CO status. ~~~ interpreted this as evidence that 

an applicant might not be sincere in hi~ intention to satisfy his obligations 

' to the Nation. He found thi.s factor in ( )% of our civilian cases. 

(No. 55) Applicant was 
report to his 
proceed to an 
appear at the 
a guilty plea 
service.· 

:! 
classified 1-0 in 1966 and was ordered to 
local board for instructions on how to 
alternative service job. He failed to 
local board and was convicted in 1973 on 
for failure to report for alternative 

I 
i 

Occasionally, applicants failed to perform court-ordered alternative service 

imposed as a condition of probation or parole. 

(No. 560) Applicant was ordered to report for induction. He 
failed to submit and was sentenced to five years 
probation, two years of which were to be in work 
of National !importance. After working for one year 
at a Pennsylvania hospital, the applicant resigned 

·his job an.d notified the sentencing judge that he, 
in good conscience, could no longer cooperate and 
requested revocation of his probation. The judge, 
therefore, revoked probation and gave the applicant 
a one-year jail sentence. He ~vas released after 
serving 10 months in prison. 

We did look differently at Quakers, Black Muslims, or Jehovah's Witnesses 

who refused on religious grounds to fulfill alternative service ordered by 

Selective Service, although they were willing to accept judicially-imposed 

alternative service. We did not wish to penalize them for their conscientious 

beliefs. We ignored their failure to perform alternative serVice at the 

direction of Selective Service, or refused on other than religious or 
\ 

conscientious grounds: ./~;~·:;-\::.: . 
/ <) 

! ~::' 
(No. 779) Applicant was classified 1-0 because of his religious ':~ 

beliefs as a Jehovah's Witness. When offered alternativ~·-~ 
civil employment, he engaged in dilatory tactics and 
made token appearances on the:···jo~. 

Violation of Probation or Parole: (Aggravating Factor No. 7) 

Similarly, we questioned an applicant's good faith in applying to us 
~I 

for clemency when he earlier had not cooperated with the judicial system 
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I 

when it was trying to be clement with hi~. llowever, we were only concerned 
i 

about any violatiou of probation or parote serious enough to result in 

revocation. · j 

(No. 1023) Applicant was convicted of failure to report for 
induction and sentenced to five years probation. While 
on probation, he was arrested and pled guilty to state 
felony charges. His federal probation was revoked 
following his state conviction. 

(4) Circumstances Surrounding the Application 

Finally, we were concerned whether aicivilian applicant had the ability 

to find and hold alten1ative service employment. If his present personal 

or family problems or his mental or physical condition would have impaired 

his ability to perform alternative service, we saw no purpose in imposing such 
2_1 

an extra burden on him. ~he one exception to this genet'al rule pertained 

to applicant's presently incarcerated for other offenses, who were expected 

to perform alternative service upon their release from confinement. 

While we did not have any specific mitigating factor on this point, we 

did apply several factors in this context. For example, we applied the 

mental or physical condition factor in the following case: 

(No. 74) Applicant states that he started drinking when he was 
11 years old, feels that he has had a serious drinking 
problem, has attempted to secure assistance, but was 
not able to follow through. Most of his juvenile and 
adult offenses appear to be related to excessive 
drinking. 

2_1 Two of DOJ's mitigating circumstances were closely related to this 
problem: DOJ (2) "Hhether the applicant's innnediate family is in 
desperate need of his personal presence for which no other substitute 
could be found, and such need was not of his own creation," and DOJ 
(3), "Whether the applicant lacked sufficient mental capacity to 
appreciate the gravity of his action." .,_, · ' 

~\ 
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False Statemen~ by Aepli.cant to the Board (Aggravating Factor :/1 2) 

We were also concerned about any false statements which an applicant 

made to our Board, since this was a clear indication of his unwillingness 

to cooperate with us in a spirit of openness and honesty. 

We.looked only for a willful misrepresentation of a material fact• We 

were not concerned about an applicant's false statements to draft boards or 

courts, unless he repeated them to us. We specifically warned applicants 

about this aud in our application materials, we printed in capital letters: 

"ANY FALSE STATEMENT TO THE BOARD WILL BE CONSIDERED AN AGGRAVATING FACTOR 

HIGHLY U!WAVORABLE TO YOUR CASE." 

Because the Board did not require applicants to submit information to us 

under oath, and we had generally no means of independently weighing information, 

the Board relied heavity·on the good faith of its applicants. We found no 

instance of this occurring prior to our deciding the case. In one instance, 

after the President had granted an immediate pardon, we were apprised of evidence 

which indicated the applicant may have deliberately lied to us. The case was 

referred to the DOJ for appropriate action. · Because the pardon had been 

accepted, and therefore was an accomplished fact, the Board did not have the 

legal_power to reverse its recommendationo 

Military cases: Military applicants presented several issues we did not 

confront in civilian cases. First, there was a much greater range of reason 

why military applicants went AWOL. Second, military offenses by their very 

nature involved more factors tlmn civilian offenses which were failures to 

perform a single act. 
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For example, military applicants could have committed one offense or many • 
. 

. ----- They could have deserted under fire, or they might have left to get medical 

attention for combat injuries. These and many other factors were clearly 

related to an individual's worthiness for clemency. 

The biggest difference between civilian and military applicants 

was that the latter had an obligation arising from taking his military oath. 

This was a double-edged S\iord. On the one hand, they had assumed a serious 

obligation of national service; on the other hand they had not, to their 

credit, initially rejected their obligations. Therefore, in addition to this 

criteria we considered in civilian cases, we examined very closely the 

applicant's service to the military. 

(1) Reasons for the Offense 

There we1.·e u.any reasons why· soldiers, sailers, airmen~ 'and 

marines went AHOL or deserted. Some did, in fact, commit their offense for 

conscientious reasons or because their request for c.o. status had been 

denied. A greater number committed their offense either because of military 

treatment they considered unfair or because of personal or family problems. 

Occasionally, an applicant's mental or physical condition, or lack of mental 

ability, underlay his offense. We examined these reasons to determine if an 

applicant's offense was understandable under the circuffistances. We were 

especially concerned about cases where an offense appeared to be the result 

of mental stress caused by combat. As with civilians, we looked for selfish 

reasons for a military applicant's offense if he had no apparent justificable 

reason for it. He looked with extreme disfavor upon any.evidence of 

cowardice on the part of an appli~ant who deserted in a combat situation or 
~..; ... 

avoided an overseas assignment. . ...... 
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Evidence that AEplicant Acted for Conscientious Reasons: 

(Hitigating Factor #10) I 
.! 

He applied this circumstances when a military applicant committed 

his offense out of sincet·c opposition to war. We did not require that an 

applicant have applied for in-service CO status or that he otherwise fit 

the traditional consicientious objector mold. 

(No. 9838) Applicant returned to U.S. from Vietnam with orders 
to Ft. Knox to train armor crewmen going to Vietnam. 
He did not want this assignment because he had "come 
not to believe in what was going on over there". 
He said, "I w·as not exactly a conscientious objector 
because I had done my part in the war, but I had decided 
that I could not train others to go there to fight. 

(No. 3285) Applicant decided he could not conscientiously remain in 
the Army, and he went to Canada where he worked in a civilian 

· hospHal. According to a statement prior to his discharge, 
applicant states "In being part of the Army I am filled with 
guilt. That guilt comes from the death we bring, the tre
mendous ecological damage we do, the destruction of nations, 
the uprooting of whole families plus the millions of 
dollars wasted each year on scrapped projects and abuse 
of supplies. I am as guilty as the man who shoots the 
civilian in his village. My being part of the Army ·makes 
me just as guilty of war crimes as the offender". 

We found considerably fewer instances in military cases wr.ere articulate 

~oral reasons explained the offense. This factors was found only in ( %) 

of the military cases, as compared with ( %) of civilian cases. 

Denial of Conscientious Objector Status on Grounds that Are Technical, 

Procedural, Im12roper, or Subsequently Held Unlawful by the Judiciary: 

(Hitigating Factor i'Hl) 

Like the Selective Service System,-o:c::Che-militacy has procedures 

for discharging or reassigning men who come to hold conscientious objector 

beliefs. Sometimes, however, these procedures were misapplied. 

(No. 10402) For a year and a half after he was drafted, the applicAnt 
iried to obtain C.O. status, because he did not believe 
in killing human beings. He found his averf:ion to taking 
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I 
human life to be persuasive. The applicant is minimally 
articulate but states that even if someone was trying to 
kill him, he could not kill in return. Hhen he had 
exhausted the applications for c.o. status and was 
scheduled for Vietnam, _he went A\WL. 

Applicant \vas indutted in 1967. Applicant applied for 
c.o. status in 1969 and \·7as given orders for Vietnam i 

I before his application was revie\V"ed. He complained to • 
his commanding ofHcer v7ho ordered him to Vietnam never
theless. Applicant then \¥ent AHOL to seek outside help. 
He was advised by civilian counselors that he remain A'vWL 
for at least 30 days so that he would be able to bring 
to the attention of a court martial the illegality of 
ignoring the c.o. application. The court martial refused 
to enter copies of the c.o. application on the grounds 
that the applicant's copies could not be introduced into 
evidence because they were not certified. 

If the applicant had been unjustly or unfairly denied c.o. status, we considered 

this a prima !~ reason for the offense. Had the applicant been granted 

c.o. status, he would not have committed his offens~. 

in ( %) and we found it highly persuasive. 

The factor ap~red 
~/' 'i . ' 

Personal or Procedural Unfairness: (Hitigating Factor #8). 

Because of the military's 24-hour-a-day influence on its members, there are 

inescapably more opportunities for personal or procedural unfairness to 

military applicants than to civilian applicants. Understandably, in a large 

organization like the military, there are occasions when irregularities occur. 

The Board was careful in evaluating apparent procedural or personal unfairness 

because it did not feel it could properly second-guess the actions of military 

authorities. However, the Board was also conscious that it was exercising 

a clemency function, and so could give more weight to evidence of procedural 

unfairness than the military authorities had. The following examples of 

personal or procedural unfairness contributed to the reasons for an applicant's 

MJOL or disrespect for military regulations. Of cours~, we were avmre the~t: 

the legf.t:fmnte demands of the military could outH'eigh the appl:f.cant 's pel~son:.;l 
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needs if this were the case, we looked with less favor upon an applicant's 

/~ unwillingness to accept some personal inconvenience. This factor appeard 

in ( 1o) of the military sample we examined. 

(a) Irregularities resulting in the induction or enlistment of an 

·applicant who should never have been in the military in the first place: 

These cases merited serious cons:tderation by the Board. We found examples 

of persons with disqualifying low mental capacity or physical or 

psychological infirmities serious enough to question -v;hy they had been accepted. 

The Board reli.ed heavily on those members who had served in Vietnam in tr.aking 

these judgments. The result was usually a recow~endation of immediate clemen~y: 

(No. 2462) Applicant was classified I-Y and then reC-lassified 4-F. 
Applicant states that he enlisted with the cooperation of 
his probation officer and the Army recruiter. 

(No. 222) _Applicant lvas inducted under Project 100,000. He had stc..ted 
. that he had previously been rejected by the Marines and had 
failed the Army's mental test, but claimed that his papers 
had been changed so that he would qualify. 

(b) Attel'lpts by the applicant to resort to legitimate remedies (such as 

,hardship and administrative discharges, compassionate reassignments, and 

emergency and regular leave) to solve his difficulties, followed by a denial 

of those remedies on technical, procedural, or improper grounds: 

(No. 13653) While in. Vietnam applicant submitted a request for 
.:compassionate reassignment to Puerto Rico which was denied 

because the ~;5tatement was not substantiated by medicaL 
evidence. Hhen the medical evidence was later submitted, 
the request was denied because the problems were chronic in 
nature. However, a 30 day leave was granted. \.fuen home 
on leave, applicant discovered that his \dfe was mentally 
ill and unable to care for their child. His parents were 
also having serious emotional problems. Applicants tried 
again to arrange a transfer but was told·he would have to 
return to Vietnam and iron out the problem there. Applicant 
remained in Puerto Rico in an AHOL status. 

(c) Improper denial of pay or other benefits: 

(No. 506) Applicnnt ~TarJ ordered to report to a new base for ;dssign!lli.!l\t 
to Europe. \vhile he was waiti.ng at F't. Dix, his records 
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were shipped to Europe. He was not paid for 45 days. 
He reported that his family lvas having financial problems, 
and he requested Red Cross help and emergency leave to deul 
with the difficulty. His family v7as put out of their 
apartment, was forced to live in their automobile, and had 
no food. He traveled to the Pentagon and was reportedly 
told to go home to await the results of a telegram to 
Europe regardtng his pay records. He called back tl¥ice, 
but reportedly no on.e knew· of his situation nor had heard 
of him. He was committed to his course of action, so he 
continued to stay at home, which resulted in his being 
A\WL. He found a job but was still forced to declare 
backruptcy. 

(d) Failure to receive proper leadership, advice, or assistance: 

(No. 3168) Applicant was advised to a:_Jply for a hardship discharge 
and was provided assistance in filling out the necessary 
forms by the Red Cross. Hhen appHcant attempted to file 
the hardship discharge papers, the papers were thrown in 
the trash by the First Sergeant, \\Tho also reprimanded the 
applicant for being a cmv-ard. As a result of such treatment, 
applicant became disillusioned with the Army and went AHOL. 

In evaluating these circumstances, we looked to those Board members who had 

been officers in the armed services, and especially to General l.J"alt. Any 

instance in which we found the offense caused by a failure of mil1.tary 

leadership was considered especially extenuating. 

(e) Unfair military policies, procedures, or actions sufficient to 

produce a reasonable loss of faith in our unwillingness to serve in the 

military: 

(No. 397) Upon entering the Army,:applicant complained of stomach 
pains, and it vms subsequently disccr.rered that he had a 
duodenal ulcer. Shortly thereafter, his condition worsened 
and he was hopitalized for ten days. Applicant lvanted to 
remain on the same diet that he was on in the hospital but 
this 'tlas not available at his post mes& hall. He was 
advised by a doctor to eat in the post cafeteria which 
he did not think was right. Applicant t:hen went AHOL. 
Applicant recently suffered another bleeding ulcer attack, 
\-lhich required hospitalization. · . 

~\'. ~ ~- \) 1, 

(f) l~cial or ethnic discrimination: 

(No. 10125) Applicant's version of hi~ problems is that he could~o 
longer get along in the Harine Corps. Other tn.'{rines 
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picked o~ him because he l·tas Puerto Rican, would not 
permit him to speak Spanish to other Puerto Ricans, and 
finally, tried to get him in trouble l'fhen he refused to 
let them push him around. 

(g) Instructiot1S by a superior to go home and await orders l·lhich never 

arrived: 

On a few occasions, the applicant contended that he never intended to 

go AWOL, but had been awaiting orders. Host often, these statements could 

not be corroborated and so were largely discounted, especially since the 

excuse had probably been evaluated and rejected on the occasion of the man's 

.original discharge. Hhen corroboration was evident, or other circumstances 

made the claim plausible, the Board gave it considerable weight. 

(No. 433) Applicant contracted a rash and fever. He went to Fort 
}1acArthur for medical treatment and .lvas ordered to stay 
at home until he had recovered. He was told to expect 
orders following his recovery. No new· orders l<7ere received, 
so he contacted his Congressman to find out what had 
happened. He received a reply that the Army had no 
informntion about his movement. He contacted an Army 
Inspector General follo1-1ing that, but never heard about 
his orders. There is some evidence he thought he would 
have been eligible for a medical discharge related to 
curvature of the spine. 
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(h) Inducing or· misleading the applictnt into requesting a discharge 

in li(!u of court-martial, such as by promistng him a general discharge: 

E.57 

~he Board came across many instances in which an applicant had apparently 
1 I 

assumed or been led to believe that he would get a General Discharge if he 
! I 
I i 

waived his rights, or that his Undesirable Discharge would be converted auto-
1 

matically to a General Discharge after a_ period of time, usually six months. 
~ • I i 

The number of.these instances, especially iniolving persons with lower IQ's 

and education, suggests that servicemen do not always understand the consequences 

of the administrative discharge they are accepting. 

(No. 4603) A sunnnary statement in applicant's ·file indicates he signed 
a letter requesting discharge in lieu of court-martial and 
was advised of lhe implications. Applicant states he did no 
such thing but hat his commanding officer had told him to sign 
some papers. H s records contain no copy of either a letter 
requesting discharge or statement acknowledging that be had 
been advised of his rights and the implications of the discharge. 
Applicant submits that he \-TOuld have demanded a trial instead. 
He appealed his discharge within two days of receivir~ it. 

Evidence of Mental stress caused bX combat - Mitigating Factor #12 

We looked with particular sympathy on the cases of Vietnam veterans whose 

.combat experiences had been so taxing or traumatic that their subsequent absence 

offenses could be attributed at least partly to those esperiences. Their absence 

offenses were often simply the consequence of the fulfillment of their military 

responsibilities--not the avoidance of those responsibilities, as was true for 

most of our other military applicants •. We encountered some striking examples 

of this "Vietnam Syndrome, 11 with applicants turning to alcohol, drugs, or other 

erratic belmvior to cope with the present or memories of the past. We encountered 

a number of instances in which servicemen returning from combat were unable.to 

adjust to stateside garrison duty with its emphasis· on spit-and-polish. In nome 

cases, combat veterans felt they were being treated like recruits by superiors 

who had N.ot been to Vietnam. In the absence of seriously a..ggravat.ing factors, 
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cases in this category usually received immediate clemency. This ~actor.appeared 

in ( of_) ( oJ,) p of our cases, and led to an immediate pardon ,. of the time. This 

group comprised the candidates that we considered for the. special recommendation 

of vetera~s' benefits. 

(No. 4250) 

(No. 188) 

(No. 5233) 

When applicant arrived in Vietnam he was a young E-5, without 
combat experience. He was made a reconnaissance platoon leader, 
a job normally held by a co~~issioned officer. Applicant started 
going out on operations immediately; to accomplish this mission 
he began to take methadrine to stay awake. He noticed the meth
adrine making a marked change in his personality; he began jumping 
on people, his nerves were on edge. He started to take opium 
tinctura to counteract this effect, "to mellow him out 11

, and 
became addicted. After Vietnam he was transferred to Germany 
where he kept his addiction secret, although the problem was 
beginning to grow out of control. Applicant was sent bact to 
the u.s. 1vith a 45 day leave authorized. Applicant planned to 
enter a private Genrran drug abuse clinic within 3 to 4 weeks but 

·the clinic could not accept him.immediately. He made the 
dedsion to waj_t in an AWOL ste~tus rather than go back as an 
addict. He was continuously put off until he was finaJ.ly appre
hended by German.police. 

During his combat tour in Vietnam, applicant's platoon 
leader, with whom he shared a brotherly relationship, was killed 
while the latter '\-las awakening applicant to start his guard duty. 
The platoon had set up an ambush point because they had come upon 
an enemy comples, and the platoon leader was mistaken for a 
Viet Cong and shot by one of his own men. This event was extremely 
traumatic to applicant, and he experienced nightmares. In an 
attempt to cope with this experience applicant turned to the use 
of heroin to which he became addicted. During his absence, he 
overcame his drug addiction only to become an alcoholic. After 
obtaining help and curing his alcoholism, he turned himself in. 

Applicant participated in 17 combat operations in Vietnam. He was 
medically evacuated from Vietnam because of malaria and an "acute 
drug-induced brain syndrome." That his behavior reflects mental 
stress caused by combat can be inferred from the fact that applicant 
commenced his A'vlOL offenses shortly after being re=leased from 
hospitalization and that subsequent to his discharge he had either 
been institutionalized or under constant psychiatric supervision. ---=- . 

Mental or Physical Condition·. Mitigating Factor lf3. Any mental problem o:r<'"" · 
'-. ·-

physical disease, injury or disability serious enough to ha.ve caused personal 

hardship or incapacity may well have contributed to an applicant's offenses in the 

military. Alcoholism and drug addiction were included in this factor because they 

created problems beyond an applicant's control which occasionally contributed to 
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his off'ense. These c&ses uere not treated appreciably different from their 

civilian counterparts. We found this factor in ( %) of our military cases. 

(No. 194) While applicant had been on leave, he was hospitalized for treat
ment of infectious hepatitis had been made by a civilian doctor, 
the doctor had told him that 11his resistance i-Tas low and that he 
would not live to be 30 years old". Applicant's shock and :fear 
at this statement, coupled vlith the· realization that, i:f true, 
he had only a relatively short time to live, precipitated his 
absence. Defense exhibits admitted at trial confirm applicant's 
contraction of viral hep~titis and the fact that he was treated 
at a veterans' hospital a.."'ter his visit to the .civilian doctor. 

The physical or mental problems could have been related to the quality of medical 

treatment received by the applicant ~nile in the military. 

(No. 184) Applicant had a history of severe migraine headaches at times 
of tension and stress. He requested medical evaluation for his 
headaches dur:i.ng basic training and advanced in:fant!"'J training. 
He did not receive medical attention. He then went AWOL. 

Lack of Education or Ability to Understand Obligation or Remedies Available 

Under La:vr - Mitigating Facto.r ill. In some cases, the applicants' intellignece was 

an actual cause of his offense. 

(No. 14813)Applicant's has a category rl AEQT score. Applicant went AHOL 
because he 'tias apparently unaware of or did not understand the 
Army drug abuse program. The corrections officer at the civilian 
prison where he is incarcerated believes that applicant's 
retardation, while borderline, makes it impossible for him to 
obey rules and regulations. 

In most cases, it 'tvas not necessarily a cause of an applicant 1 s offense, but 

it did raise some doubt about his ability to understand his obligations. 

(No. 216) Applicant- completed the loth grade and quit school because he 
lost interest. His GT score ensures 68 and his AFQT score is 
12 (Category IV). 

The Board was particularly concerned about the inordinate number of AFQT, /~· 1 , , 

While some pe:r:sons (i ·; . IV cases - those of marginal acceptability for service. 
\v 

in this group evidently could function in military life, many were unable to 

shoulder their responsibilities. While not always totally extenuating, the 

presence of this factor served to reduce the period of alternative service consid

erably. The factor was fom1d in ( %) of our military cases. 
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Personal or Familz Problems: Mitigati1 Factor 1/'2. This is traditionally 

the most common re~son for military absence )offenses. Rightly or llrongly, many 
I 
i 

soldiers have been placing their families above the military from time immemorial. 

Reluctantly but realistically recognizing this, we looked for significant emotional, 
i 

psychological, financial, marits.l, or other personal difficulties faced by the 

applicant or his immedtate family w"11ich could reasonably explain his offense. 

\fuile the .family problems always incurred our', s~11J1Pathy, we were mindful of the 

hundreds of thousands of other men who had left their homes and loved ones and who 

did not forget their duty. We were also mindful of our responsibility not to 

undermine future military discipline by appearing to excuse unauthorized abs~nces. 

I 
While the .factor r."'as given vTeig~t, only in extraordinary circumstances did we feel .. 
f&~ly or personal problems wereof such a nature as to co~~letely ~=cuse the 

requirement .for some alternative service. This factor appeared in ( %) of the 

military cases. 

(No. lt74) Applicant states that ,.,hile at his army base he received a letter 
from his mother stating that his father's eyesight was failing 
and the :family was having financial problems as a result of his 
father's inability to w'Ork. He applied for a hardship discharge, 
but it was denied. lie vras transferred back to his home; base, '\vhere 
he learned by mail that his father's eye condition had worsened. 
Subsequently, he left the military control and rTent home where 
he worked continuously for a construction company. 

We used a broad definition of' "immediate" family. 

(No. 189) 

and 
(No. 3538) 

~I 

This applicant; who is an American India.n, was raised by h:ts aunt 
and uncle in a small co!ll!rl.unity in the. South. Dur:tng his AWOL 
he worked :for his tribe earning $2.00 an hour to support his aunt 
and uncle, the latter being crippled. 

Applicant fathered a son born to a Vietnamese woman. He later 
sought permission to marry her, which was denied. Tt7o days later 
he recei v·ed order to leave Vietna6' when he thought he l1nd h months 
left on his tour. A:tter retm·n:b.g to the u.s., he applied to 
return to Vietnam but was not sent there. He attemted to have biG 
Vietnamese girlfriend and his son broueht to the U.S., but iva.s toJ_d 
this was impossible because he vms not marri(;d to the ·Homan. He 
stated that he went AHOL in despair. 
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Evidence that Applicant Co~~tted the Offense for Obviously Manipulative 

and Selfish Reasons - !~gravatir!.(; Fs.ctor .i/5... Many applicants left the military 

for unjustifiable, selfish reasons. They, in particular, had not looked upon · 

their·1nilitary oblisation with the seriousness it deserved. Naturally, the presUl·e 

· of this factor 1vas weighi!d heavily against an applicant. We found it in ( up) 

of our cases. 

(No. 81+10) Applicant was an infantryrnan in Vietnam when he went AVIOL. He 
was picked up in a rear area by MP's and ordered back to the field 
by hro lieutenants. He refused to fly out to join his company. 

(No. 612) Applicant stated that he 1-1e.nt A\·TOL for approximately three 
months lmowing that after that period of time he could come 
back and request a discharge. 

(No. 344) Applicant vTent UA the first time 11 just for something to do" 
he left the second time because he "got involved 1-Jith a ,.,oman". 
The th~rd and fourth times he·went UA were to go home and support 
his family, as he was in no-pay status with the Marine Corps. 

(No. 173) Applicant escaped from the stockade ·by fleeing a police detaiL 
At the time of his escape, he was serving a sentence adjudged 
by a special court for previous AWOL. 

·Voluntary Submis~ion to Authorities: Mitigating Factor #.ll. We looked 

at only the last qualifying offense to determine the applicant • s final attitude 

towards cooperation 1r:tth military authorities. This factor appeared in ( %) 

of our military cases .. 

(N~ 9'783) Applicant was a French Canadian who r.>as drafted. He went to 
Canada hdce. Durin& his second A'riOIJ, he wrote to request a 
discharge and was told he would have to return to the Army. 
He did so, was charged, and requested a discharge in lieu of 
court-martial. 

As the focus was on the applicant's intent we did not require that applicant 

physically turn himself in •. It was sufficient if the applicant himself informed 

the authorities, whether civilian or military, of his '\-Thereabouts. 

ft_rprehension by Authorities~ Ac;re.vo.ti~Factor '#12. As w:i.th 

voluntc.1.ry currender, we only examj_ned the last qualifying offense. It was not 
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necessary that the appJ_icant be apprehended specifically for i\HOL. If evidence 

showed that he did not willfully evade authorities, this factor ·carried little : 
i 

weight. In the absence of any evidence at all, the Board was not obligated t~ 

mark either voluntary surrender or apprehension. We marked it in ( %) of our 

military cases. 

Desertion During Combat or Leaving the Combat Zone - AggraYa.tirl§> Factor IJ j;. 

When a soldier left his unit in a combat zone, he placed an increased burden o~ 

I 
those who remained behind and had to com;plete the same mission with less men. ! 

For this reason, vTe considered it very serious if the applicant commenced his 

AWOL from Vietnam. 

(No. 7163) Applicant commenced the first of three AI-!OL' s while in Vietnam. 
He .flevr back to California. 

(No. 5554) Applj.ca.nt bought orders to return to the u.s. from Vietnam. 

We were particularily harsh When the applicant committed his offense 
specifically to avoid combat. 

(No. 3301+) Applicant felt the CO of his company was incompetent, so he vrould 
not go into the field with his unit. He was getting nervous 
about going out on an operation, as there was a good likelihood 
of enemy contact. Because he said he possessed no confidence 
in the new CO of his company, he asked to remain in the rear but 
vm.s denied. Consequently, he left the company area, because, in 
the words of his Chaplain, the threat of death caused him to 
exercise his right to self-preservation. His company ioTas subse
quently dropped onto a hill -vrhile applicant deserted and on that 
same hill engaged the enemy in combat. He was apprehended on or 
about 1400 on 5 Aug 68 while travelling on a truck away from his 
unit without any of his combat gear. 

We found this factor in ( %) of the military cases and ( %) of the c~e~ 0 ./ , ... , . 
with this .factor were not recommended .for clemency. 

Failure to Re~ort for Overseas Assignment - Aggravating Factor # 10. 

Servicemen ordered to report to Vietnrun assumed an extra obligation of military 

service. l~r every man who .failed to go to combat when ordered, another had 

to go in hi::J place. Occasionally, an applicant had clearly c~:mscientious reasons 

for failing to report to Vietnam. In cases like this, \lt.~ had to balance his 

~· 
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conscientiousness with the inescapable fact that another soldier had to be assigned 

to Vietnam to replace him. 

(No. 507) After entering the Army, applicant requested removal from the 
Officer Candidate School list, stating that he was opposed to 
killing and did not believe in the Vietnam uar. Shortly there
after, he formally a.pplied for a conscientious objector separation 
from the service. He thereafter failed to report to a West Coast 
personnel center for movement to Vietnam. 

\{e were similarly concerned about servicemen vlho shirked combat obligations by failing 

to return 1-rhile on leave or R&R outside of Vietn·am. 

(No. 7377) Applicant was iro~Dded in Vietnam and sent to a hospital in Japan 
and then to a hospital in u.s. There he learned about marital 
and financial problems; be was also told that he would be sent 
back to Vietnam after his release. from the hospital. He i-Tent 
AWOL from the hospital. 

Even when an applicant was merely avoiding overseas service in a non-combat area, 

he still was avoiding "\-That for many servicemen v-ms an unpleasant duty, far away 

from family and friends. l·le were less concerned about this type of failure to 

report, however. 

(No. 1364) Applicant i·Tas stationed in Thailand when he '\·rent home on emergency· 
leave because of his father's illness. After failing to obtain 
a hardship discharge or a compassionate reassignment, applicant 
1-1ent ·AWOL rather than report back. 

We veiwed this factor as a particularily serious element in the ( %) of the cases 

in which it appeared. 

Sometimes an applicant went AWOL for apparently understandable reasons, but 

remained away after his problems had been resolved. While this might have reflected 

fear of punishment or simple inertia, we believed that a serviceman who recognized 

his military duty would return as soon as the need for his absence had ended. 

(No. 2ltl) A feu days before applicant was due to report to an Army Overseas 
Replacement Station, his wife threatened to commit suicide unless 
he promised not to report, as she was positive he was going to 
Vietnam and would be killed. Applicant subsequently divorced his 
first wife but did r~t then retlrrned to military control. 

Occasiomtlly, an applicant's subcequent actions contradicted or detracted from 

his expressed motives. 
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(No. 206) Accordirig to testimony the applicant met his 1dfe, a Danish citizen, 
shortly after arriving in Germany. She became pregnant and he · 
attemted to obtain permis::;ion to mn.rry her. Wben he was unsuccessful, 
he went AWOL on 14 Oct 66. After turning himself in, he iffiS returned 
to Germany and placed in pre-trial confinement. Shortly there-
after, he escaped and went to Sweden, where he applied for asylum. 
\Yhile in Sveden, he had mnnerous arrests on thefts and narcotic 
charges, received a sentence of 10 months imprisonment, and was 
deported back to the u.s. · 

We sometimes inferred selfish motives either because applicant stated 

that he had no reason for his offense or beca:1.1se ·there was no clear evidence to 

substantiate a reason which warranted further explanation. 

(No. 161) On 18 Sep 69 applicant went A'vlOL for h} years. He stated that 
he did not bave any concrete reason for goi:ng A\.JOL. 

(No. 1560) Applicant's explanation for AvlOL is that be thought he 1-ra.s being 
unjustly selected for an overseas a.ssig:nment. The file docs not 
contain information either supporting or denying this feelinj· 

Where no evidence at all was available, to explain the offense; vre jo:i.ned a 

weak, or "technical" factor. However, we considered such an inference to be only 

mildly aggravating to an applicant's case. 

(2) Circumstances of the Offense. ~lilitary absentees committed an array 

of military offenses. They 1rent AWOL for different lengths of time, from diverse 

locations, and under a variety of conditions. If' the applicant committed se·reral 

AWOL's or was gone for a long period of time, this vras naturally more serious than 

a single time, short-term AHOL. Voluntary surrender indicated cooperation vThile 

apprehension did not. If. the applicant used force collateral with his AHOL, be 

showed that he was 1dlling to risk injury to others in order to achieve his own 

ends. Applicants who left the combat zone or failed to report for overseas 

assignment showed their lack of concern for 6tbers who depended on their presence. 

Use of Force by Applicant CollaterallJ: to AHOL_, · Desertion or MissinG Movement: 

. j\egrava.t1ng Factor 1/4. Of course, we could not condone any violence by which an 

appl1cant effected an escape. 'l'his factor appeared in ( %) of our cases, ( %) 

of uhich received no clemency. 
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{No. 3073) On two occasions, applicant escaped from confinement by attacking 
a guard with a razqr or knife. 

Multiple AHOL offense - Agravating Fs.ctor #8. Many military applicants "'\vent 

AVTOL more than once, indicating an inability or umrillingness to solve their problems 

a.f'ter the first offense and a casual attitude to1-ra:rds his military duty. Interestingly, 

only ( · %) of our applicants were AHOL only once. 

{No. 3444) Applicant received a SCH for two periods of AHOL (l day each) and 
one clmrge of missing movement. He then received a NJP for one 
AHOL (1 day) ar1other NJP for three Avi"OL 1 s (1; 1; 10 days), and 
one }-gp for hro AHOL's (7; 1 day). He then received a SPCM 
for tvo AWOV s (2 months 17 days; 3 months 19 days). He accepted 
an undesirable discharge in lieu of court martial for one period 
of desertion (2 years; 10 months 20 days), five periods of qualify
ing AHOL (8 days; 3 months 28 days; 1 month 2 days; 2 months 13 
days' 6 months 29 days) and one period of non-qua~ifying AHOL ( 3 
months 28 days). This is a tot,al of 1 period of desertion 15 
periods of qualifying AWOL and 1 non-qualifying AllOL (total of 
5 years). 

A\'lOL of E..Y.tended Length·- Aggravating Factor #9,. The amount of time tr.tat an 

applicant remained absent reflected on the seriousness with which he viewed his 

obligations and on his desire to cooperate with military authorities. We looked · 

at the combined length of all AvlOL offenses for 1-rhich he -vras seeking clemency. 

We noted ~the length of time absent in each case for our information, and as a 

means of comparision 'rlth the length of creditable time, the individual had served. 

We gave no iveight to this factor if the absence was 6 months long, only slight 

weight between 6 - 12 months, and full weight for over a year. Our sample disclosed 

that ( %) had short abs~nces, ( %) moderate length AWOLs, and ( %) absences over 

one year. 

(3) Character of Military EXperience 

Normally, the military applicant had satisfactorily fulfilled a portion of his 

obligation prior to his offenses and discharge. Therefore, He balanced, the other 

favorable and unfavorable aspects of his military c:xperi(mce. Son1e of the factors 

we considered here particularly affected our decision whether to reconrrnend un 

applicant for vetere,ns bcnefi tr;. 
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Tours of Service in the War Zone - Mit~ati~ J?actor If 7 • A startling 
I 

percent.age 27% ..;_ of our military ap.:plicahts did in fact serve in the war 
J 

zone. · Many had served their country well. 

(No. 5144) During his inital enlistment, applicant served as a military 
policePJan and spent 13 months . tn that capacj_ty in Korea. He 
then served tiro tours in duty in Vietnam, as an assistant 
aquad leader during the first tour and as a squad leader and 
chief of an armored car se~tion during the second. 

(No. 14514) Applj_cant served aboard the US~) Buchanan from January 1968 to 
July 1968 off the coast of Vietnam. 

We gave an applicant credit for Vietnam service if he served at least 3 months 

in Vietnan1 or vms on a naval vessel off the coast of Vietnam, unless his tour 

ended earlier because of his AWOL actions. Four of the DOD mitigating circumstances 
I 

fell into this context: uLengt~ of satisfactory service completed prior to 

absence:', 11Ai·l8.rds and Decorations received", 11wounds in combat", and "length of 

service in Sourlheast Asia in hostile fire zone 11
• Each of these represented a 

.contribution to the military and could be used to lessen the period of alternative 

service. 

(No. 6941) Applicant served in Vietnam with the lOlst airborne as a light 
weapons infantryma.n. His tour lasted 4 months, 22 days. From 
17 December 67 until 8 May 68, he returned to the United States 
on emergency leave. Applicant stated that he went AWOL because 
he could not face going back due to the in.competence of his 
officers and the kiD.ing of civilians. 

(No. 1817) Applicant served in Vietnam for a period of 2 months, 13 
days. He serve.d as a combat medic. While in Vietnam, he 
broke ·his ankle. He was operated on and 1-1as evacuated for 
rehabilitation. 

Volunteering for Combat or Extension of Service iihile in Combat. Mitigatir:..g 

·Factor /J13. Some applicants voluntarily accepted the risks that go -vlith combat •. 

This circumstance applied vrhcn applicant volunteered for a first or subsequent 

Vietnam tour, extended his tour in Vietnam, or volunteered for a combat assignment 

uhile ·in Vietnam. This occured in ( rf,) of our cases • .. 
(No. 9650) AppHcant 1-rorked in supply and transportation in V:i.e.tnaJr: for 

32 months. He went to Vietnam in August GG. He extended 
hi"' +nnl" 1ln+·:l ;r,.n "(() >.rhnn ),., l"Ao•Y•l;<':+orl f'~..,.. V-ln+ti<H" 
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In a few cases applicants l1ad gone AWOL because they were not sent to Vietnam? 

Personal Decorations for Valor. M:i.tigating l''actor If IS'. Many of our applicants 

served in Vietnam ir.i. th sufficient merit that they earned decorations. He recognized 

the following decorations for valor. We also recognized decorations awarded by the 

Vietnamese, such as the Vietnam Gallantr~· Cross with Palm. ( %) of our applicants 

had been decorated in combat. 

Service Connected Disability - Mitii;3:,ting Factor =/1 S. Some applicants suffered 

permanent physical or mental ir.jury resulting from military duty. Some were 

wounded in combat, and others.injured in training. Their sacrifices required 

that their AWOL offenses be viewed with a special measure of compassion. 

(No. 4048) Applicant was \i'ounded in the leg and has a permanent disability 
in that one leg is 3 inches shorter than the other. 

(No. 9402) The applicant, while undergoing weapons training, was injured 
while operating a 155 mm Ho-:.,ritzer during a fire mission. He 
was admitted to an Army hospital for emergency surgery which 
resulted in the partial amputation ofctright middle finger. 

Wounds In Combat - Mitigating Factor 1/JS • \{e gave credit if an applicant 

had been wounded in Vietnam, even if his 1row1ds were not disabling. ( %) of our 

~itary applicants had been wounded. 

(No.ll013) Applicant served in Vietnam from 26 :Var 67 to 22 Mar 68, as an 
infantryman ~nd grenadier. On 12 May 67, applicant was wow1ded 
when he found an enemy booby-trapped grenade. lie told the men 
in his platoon to get down but the grenade explodedin his hands 
as he attempted to destroy it. He vras avrarded the Purple 1-teart. 
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Applicant received fragment wounds to his face, 
right forearm and/ thumb for an exploding shell while in c 
in combat. He wa~ evacuated to Japan and then to 
the u.s. Upon his return to the u.s., he was re
stricted in the ~~pe to assignments he could perform: 
no handeling of heavy equipment, no overhead \vork, 
or no pushing or pulling. He continues to complain 
of numbness and pain in his right forearm and thumb. 

Extended Period of Creditahl~ Jiilitary Service: (Mitigating Factor #6) 

Even those who did·not go to Vietnam often gave years of 

good military service to their country~ We measured the amount of applicant's 

military service, minus any time AHOL or in confinement, looking with greater 

favor upon applicants who had at least one year of creditable service. We did, 

however, recognize that an applicant who completed over 6 months of creditable 

service had completed hi~ training, begun his first duty cssignment, and ten-

1 

tatively earned eligibility for veterans benefits. Therefore, we did gave him 

some credit for his service. Of our cases, ( %) were discharged with less than 

6 months service. ( %) had over one year good time. ;;:,'~, · 1
' 

/ ~~"'< 

Above Average Military Conduct and Proficiency or Unit Citations(:;;: 

(Mitigating Factor #j~) 

We were also concern~d about the quality of an applicant's 

military service. An applicant's conduct and proficiency ratings, excluding 

those poor ratings which resulted from applicant 1 s A~.JOL offenses were averaged 

and compared to the standards his service. However, we only gave credit for con-

duct and proficiency scores after six months of service, because the initial 

ratings given in basic training were generally high and did not necessary indicate 

the quality of an applicant's service. Even if an applicant did not meet these 

standards, we gave him some -credit for serving with a unit Hhich -earned a unit 

~e 
citation. Ratings had to(\high for the 5th moriths prior to the A~.JOL. Absent 

either above average ratings or unit citations, we still, on occasion, gave credit 
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to letters of commendation, decorations other than for valor, and other 

j_ndications that applicant served well during his military service. Of our 

military cases, ( %) had good records before being discharge for AWOL. 

Other Adult Conv-ictioi'l.!t: (Aggravating Factor #J.) 

As was the case in re vie.~ing civilian applicants, we· Here 

also concerned with criminal convictions in addition to the offense for Hhich 

clemency was offerred. We also recorded convictions by Special and General 

court-martials, as well as civilian felony convictions. All told, we marked 

this faith is ( %) of our military cases. __ / 

Violation of Probation: (Aggravating Factor ff1) 

Occasionally an applicant's court-w.artial sentence had been 

suspended, and his subsequent actions caused the suspension to be vacated. This 

reflected an applicant's failure to cooperate vli th military authorities, even 

when those authorities were attemping to be clement with him. 

(No. 139) Applicant received a BCD and 6 months confinement for an 
AWOL offense, but the sentence was suspended for 6 months. 
When applicant realized his sentence would return him to 
action duty, he went MJOL again and the suspension was 
vacated. 

Other Offenses Contri.buting to Discharge: (Aggravating Factor :fiB) 

Some applicants committed a conviction of AWOL and other 

AWOL offenses which led to an undesirable discharge for unfitness. We rated 

this as part of the over-all record and gave greater to the factor as the record 

grew worse. 

Persons previously convicted of felonies were not eligible to el).ter the 
military, and most military members who Here convicted of civilian offenses 
while in the military were discharged for that conviction rather than for 
AWOL offenses. Therefore, our military applicants with civilian convictions 
normally committed their civilian offenses after discharge. 

..·""'· 



(No. 8334) 

(No. 13926) 
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I 
Applicant receivecf an undesirable discharge for unfitness, 
with multiple reasons. In an addition to an NJP for 
leaving his duty post and an SPCH for AWOL, he received 
an NJP for wrongf)Jl possession of 4 liberty cards and an 
SPCH for false claims against the givernment. 

Applicant reveived a·n undesirable discharge for unfitness. 
He had an NJP for AHOL, one SPCH for 3 AV.TOL 1 s and one SCH 
for AlVOL, and stealing. He also had three NJP's for failure 
to obey and order, one NJP for disrespect, one SCN for dis
respect, and a1-. ·sPCH for disrespect and assault. 

(4) Experience. in the Civilian Cummuni!_y: 

As with our civilian cases, we looked to the applicant's activities 

following his offense of our military cases, ( %) had some public service acti-

vities (Mitigating Factor 11= 4). 

(5) Circumstance Surroundi~the Applic~tion: 

As ~·7ith our civiljian applicants, we were concerned about the ability 
. 

of each military applicant to find and hold alternative service emplo)~ent. 

While we did not have any specific mitigating factor on this point, we did take 

this factor into account. 



(No. 34.73) 

(No. 510) 
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Pr:i.or to his en/listment, the applicant attempted suicide 
by shooting himself in his left chest with a rifle. 
According to Army medical reports, the applicant is 
emotionally unstable, and one doctor stated that the 
applicant was 1~ot mentally competend during his period 
of service. After his discharge, the applicant went 
home to his father \vho was so concerned about the 
applicant's mental state that he had the applicant 
committed to a state mental institution. 

Applicant explains that he was sent to Korea shortly 
after enlist:ing and vlhile there he contracted pheumonia 
and had a cold his entire duty. Applicant ~vas medically 
evacuated from Korea to the United States"·for lung 
surgery, when a part of one of his lungs \vas removed. 

(No. 7590) After being discharge, the applicant worked several places, 
the latest being for a large industrial company. He \vas 
hospitalized for Nervous Disorder and remains under out
patient, psychiatric care. His emotional difficulties 
ca?sed him to terminate the above described employment. 

False Statement by Applicant to the Board (Aggravating Factor ff ::{) 

We looked onfy for a willful misrepresentation of a material fact. 

We were not concerned about an applicant's false statements to military authorities, 

unless he repeated them to us. We identified this factor in ( %) of our cases, 

and ( %) resulted in no clemency. 

(No. 388) 

(No. 368) 

In his letter the applicant reports serving in Vietnam and 
also reports that he was confined one and a half years in 
the stockade without trial. There is nothing in his mili
tary file to reflect these facts except a DD 214 entry 
which \vas found to be erroneous. 

The applicant wrote the PCB and indicated that he had a 
clean record with no prior courts-martial; however, his 
military personnel file indicated one prior court-martial 
and one Article 15 for 'AWOL offenses. 

Personal or family Problems: (Mitigating Factor# 2). 

This is traditionally the most common reason for military absence 

offenses. Rightly or \vrongly, many soldier:;;c have been placing their families 

above the military from time immemorial. Reluctantly but realistically recognizing 

this, \ve looked for significant emotional, psychological, financial, marital, or 
~I 
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\ // 

other personal difficulti~s faced by the applicant o his imncdinte family Hhi_ch 
\ 

\ 

could rcasonab y e::plain his offense. 1-Jhil:?. the amily problems ahwys ir:curred 

our sympathy, '"e thousands of other men \vho 

had left their home forget their duty. He v1ere 

also mindful of our r-sponsibility not to undermine future militory discipline 

by appearing to While the factor was given 

Height, only in circun.;ttances did we feel family or personal 
! 

/ 
problems Here of such a na ure as ¢o completely excuse the requil~ement fer some 

alternative service. (%) 6£ the military cases: 

(No. l~74) Ivpl::Lcant ,s ates thnt vlhilc at his army bese he reccj_ved 
a let~"'cr .r: •.• ,.,,., 11i" ·~-6•-t-. r "'t" .. j~-.(.,. ti··;r- 1-is .r.o.thcr's c-uesjght Has '- ~ ~-A ··••• t .._"} J•1~, L~l .. > (..,1.~ -~~\..::" •• fL ~ !.I. l...L J -. (.: 

failing anc1 the fanily -ms havin~ financ5n1 problems as a result of 
his f.nthcr 1 s inab;·ility HE· a:;plied for a hardship discho.rse, 
but it \v3S ·deni9d. rh" ,_, •. 'l transferred back to his home base, Where 
he learned by r;t'<3.i 1 thnt h s father 1 s eye condition had \vorsened. 
Subsequently. A1(~ left the il:Ltary control and 1,.,rent home Hhere he 
uorkcd contir;r'Uously for a c nstruction company. 

I . • I, 

/ 
n d b d d fih • • f II • . 1 • II f • 1 we use a roa e -1 n~ t1.on o :;.r:u.-nec.1. te am1. y. 

And 

j 

This applicant, uho is an P..merican Indian, was raised 
nt and uncle in a conc.-nt.mity in the South. During 
hP. uorked for his tribev~arning $2.00 an hour to support 
and uncle, the latter b~ng crippled. 

. \ 
\ 

\\ . 
. \ 

/',pplicant fathered a son to a Vietnamese -vmman. He 
ater soucht permission to marry her, \·lhich Has denied. Two days 

later he received ordcrsto leave Vietnam when he thought he had 
/ 4 months left on his tour. After returning to the u.s., he applied 

to return to Vietnam but Has not sent there. He attempted to have 
his Vietnn~ese girlfriend and his son brought to the U.S., but was 
told th:i:s ~ .. ,~s ir:1p.ossible because he Has Ai-JOL. 
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Evidence That A Commit
1
ted the 
i 

and Self~sh Reasons: (Aggravati g Facto~ if5) 
I 

Nany·applicants left th mili~ary for 
not I 

! 

They, in particular, hadhlooked upo th~ir 

ness it deserved. Naturally, 

an applicant. We found it in ( %) 
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selfish reasons. 

with the serious~ 

factor heavily weighed against 

(No. 8410) Applicant was a 
He was picked 
to the field 
join his 

in Vietnam when he ~-;rent AhTOL. 
rear area by MP's and ordered back 

ieutenants. He refused to fly out to 

(No. 612) 

(No. 344) 

Applican e went AHOL for approximately three 
months nowing that aft period of time he could come 
back d request a disc 

Ap icant went UA the fir t 
d '. I He left the second t 

womkn. 11 The third and fo 
I 

time "just for something to 
e because he "got involved with 

th times he went UA were to 

I 
go home and support his fami , as he wAs in no-pay st2tus 
w:i.·th the Marine Corps. 

(No. 17~ Applicant escaped from the stock e by fleeing a police 
I detail. At the time of his escape, he was serving a sentence 

// adjudged by a Special Court for pre · ous AWOL. 

// 

(' . 
; . 
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II. Tl:ill PRES IDEt-.'T 1 S CLErlENCY PROGRAM 

F. CONDITIONAL, NOT 1JNCONDITIONAL, CLEHENCY 



. F. Conditional, Not Unconditional, Clemency . 

1. Introduction 

The President extended his offer of clemency in a spirit of recon-

ciliation. At the same time, he expected those to whom his offer was 

made to accept it in a spirit of reconcil.ation. This meant two things: 

First, the individual had to step forward and request that he be accepted 

back into the community; second, . he had to indicate his willingness to 

again accept the responsibilities of a citizen by ~rforming a period of 

AiJ.ternative service. This fundamental part of the President's Program 

most clearly distinguishes it from proposals for unconditional amnesty. 

The President believed that an dlconditional program would be appro-

priate for at least three reasons. First it would serve to divide the coun

try further, when the great need was for reconcilation. While no alterna

tive service could match the hardships of the millions who served honor-

ably in Vietnam, much less the sacrifices of those who were wounded or 

died, the President rightly believed that reconcilation would occur only 

if those who did not perform their military obligation were required to/<~·;: r;. . .: ,. 

perform a kind of substitute service. 

Second, the President believed that those who failed to serve could 

have no sound objection to doing the same kind of service as that performed 

by thousands of conscientious objectors during the Vietnam era. This 

/Certain applicants to the Presidential Clemency Board received a form 
of immediate clemency even if their pardon was conditioned upon perform
ing Alternative Service. Persons furloughed had their prison sentences 
commuted when the President signed their clemency warrants. Others with 

probation, parole, or fines still outstanding also had those portions of their 
sentences commuted immediately. 
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service permit.s a citizen to fulfill his obligation to his country by non-

military means if he cannot in good conscience bear arms on its behalf. 

Finally, the President's firm desire that individuals be treated on a 

case-by-case basis, and offered clemency according to the particular 

circumstances of their case, ·required that conditions be imposed which 

could reflect these different decisions. The alternative service condition 

. was ·peculiarly suited to this because it enabled the. Board to adjust the 
. 

length of service to fit each individual case. The power to pardon, 

created in Sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Constitution, carries with it the 

power to condition the pardon upon the performance of certain conditions 

· before or after the grant. In Schick v Reed ( ) the Supreme 

Court made a thorough study of the Presidential pardon power, concluding: 

..•. • ... this Court has long read the. Constitution as authorizing the 
the ·President to deal with individual cases by granting conditional 
pardons. The very essence of the pardoning power is to 
case individually. 

In order to treat each individual case fairly and justly, the President 

chose to exercise his prerogative to grant clemency only after certain 

conditions had been met. 

2. Application. 

The President could have directed the Board to review the cases of 

all those eligible without the requirement of an application. However, 

since the grant of a pardon must be accepted by the recipient and also 

could involve performing alternate service, it would have been a useless ... 

gesture to review the cases of persons who would have decli.ned the 
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President's offer anyway. Those individuals who wished to be 

considered for clemency were thus required to make a specific 

application for it. 

The requirement that individuals affirmatively apply for 

clemency had one unavoidable consequence: It made it in-

cumbent on the Board that we inform potential applicants of 

the existence of the program. We are persuaded that sub-

stantially all of those eligible for the DOD arid DOJ phases 

learned of their eligibility, but also believe that a sub-

stantial number of persons eligib~e for our portion were 

not aware of their elibility.-·-1 

The application criteria were liberally construed. To 

make a timely initial filing, the applicant or a person acting 

in his behalf had to contact any·agency of the Federal govern

ment riot later than the deadline of March 31, 1975. If this 

contact was in writing by the applicant himself, or his 

attorney, it was considered to be a valid application. · If 

the initial filing was made over the telephone or by some

one other than his attorney, he had until May 31, 1975 to 

confirm his request for clemency. 

Where the application contained insufficient information 

for us to obtain the facts necessary for our case-by-case 

determination, we tried to contact the applicant ~nd obtain 

these facts. However, we could not consider applications 

I This subject is treated in more detail at pages 
TD this report. --------

3 



for which we were unable to obtain the facts necessary 

to make our decision. 

The application requirements of the other two segments of 

the Program were mo:.:e difficult. The Executive Order 

specified that these applicants had to appear in person to 

participate. Both the Departments of Justice and Defense 

required that an individual come to the United .States if he 

was outside of the country, go to a certain place, acknowledge 
I 

allegiance to the United States,-.- and pledge to perform 

alternative service. The pep~tment of Justice required 
-·~ 

that, upon entering the United States, a convicted draft 

evader had fifteen {15) days in which time to present himself 

to the United States Attorney in.tpe judicial district in 
. ·-~·. 

which .the draft evasion offense had occurred. This had to 

occur not later than March 31, 19'15. If an unconvicted 

evader failed to comply with one of these conditior1s, 

he was subject to prosecution for his draft evasion offense. 

To receive clemency from the Department of Defense's segment 

of the Program, a nondischarged military absentee-had to 

return to the United States, turn himself in at any military 

base not later than March 31, 1975, and travel to the Joint 

Clemency Processing Center in Indiana. When the military 

I B~cause all of our applicants to the Clemency Board had 
already been punished for their draft evasion or military 
absence offenses, we did not require a loyalty oath. c• 
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absentee took the oath and agreed to perform alternative 

service, he was given an undesirable discharge. Only 

after an eligible applicant had complied with the application 

requirements of his segment of the Program was he allowed 

to start performing his alternative service period to earn 

an upgrade to a Clemency Discharge. 

3. Alternative Service· 

Once we determined the disposition of a case, it was 

referred to the President for his approval and signature. 

The President did not execute for:mal grants of clemency in 

two classes of case::..-where the individual's conviction was 

not yet final and appeal rights might result in reversal, 

and where the individual was presently incarcerated for a 

subsequent offense. In both cases the President signed a 

"letter of intent" to offer clemency once the conviction 

became final or the individual was released from confinement, 

·as the case may be. The obligation to begin service did not 

begin until the warrant was signed. 
• 

Not all of our applicants were asked to perform alternative· 

service. Approximately fifty percent of our applicants were 

asked to perform three to twelve months at a suitable alterna-

tive service job, but, forty-three percent received immediate 

pardons or clemency discharges, without having to do alterna-

tive service. 
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Those who were required to perform alternative service 

under any part of the President's program they came under 

the jurisdiction of the Selective Service System, pursuant 

to Executive Order 11804. From the date that we mailed the 

letter to one of our applicants informing him that the 

President's offer of clemency was contingent upon success-

ful completion of alternative service, he had thi!ty days 

in which to enroll with Selective Service,.Department of 

Defense and Department of Justice applicants had 15 days. 

All individuals with alternative service to perform 

were informed by their referring agency that under Selective 

Service rules they could perform this service in any state 

in the United States. To enroll they had to go to the . 
place where they wanted to reside and contact the nearest 

office of Selective Service. There are over 650 such offices 

throughout the United States. (These offices are supervised 

by 56 State Directors, located in each of the 50 states plus 

New York City, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, 

the Panama Canal Zone, and the Virgin Islands.) Initially he 

h.ad the ~pportuni ty of finding a job of hiw own choosing. If .,.---

he found a suitable job that he wished to perform, he was 

required to notify his State Director a minimum of ten days 

before the end of the thirty day period. This gave the State 

Director ample time to determine if, in fact, the job met 

the eligibility criteria. 

..... 



The following criteria for acceptable alternative 

service jobs were established by Selective Service: 

A. The enrollee must work full-time (i.e., forty 
(40) hours per week) at a job that promoted the 
national he~lth, safety or interest, 

B. The enrollee must not interfere with the competi
tive labor market (i.e., he cannot be assigned to 
a job for which there were more qualified appli
cants who were not returnees than there were 
spaces available), 

C. The job must be with a non-profit organization 
(e.g., the government, certain religious organiza
tions, other charitable organizations). 

D. Unless he obtains a w~iver .from his State Selective 
Service·nirector, the pay that an enrollee received 
from his employer must provide him with a standard 
of living that was at least equivalent to that which 
he would have enjoyed had he gone into or stayed in 
the military. 

E. The Selective Service soug~t to find jobs that would 
utilize any special skills or talents that an enrollee 
had. 

If the enrollee did not find a suitable job, the State 

Selective Service Director had to have f.ound one for him 

by the end of the thirty day period. 

Because of local economic situations, it has often been 

difficult for enrollees to find their own jobs, and it has 

not even always been possible for Selective Service to place 

every enrollee within the thirty day period. To be fair to 

the enrollee, ·Selective Service rules specified t}lat if 

through no fault of his own the enrollee had not been placed 

in a job within the thirty day period, creditable time would 

commence on the thirty-first day following his enrollment. 



While this. provision is not entirely satisfactory since 

it permits an individual to "earn" clemency before he has 

a job, it avoids penalizing individuals who are willing 

to serve but for whom no job is available. 

For many, alternative service jobs have offered the 

beginning of a new career: 

A former Marine's·alternative service has 
consisted of assisting a jailer. He adapted 
well to his job, went to school on· his own 
time, and is now a deputy sheriff. 

An Army veteran was assigned as a rodent and 
insect control inspector for the city's 
health department. His supervisor is so 
pleased with his work that he hopes to retain 
him after his alternative service is over. 

So far, almost 70 people have completed their periods of 

alternative service under the President's program. As the 

table ,below indicates, the Department of Defense segment 

of the program has the highest number of applicants in 

this category. Others have begun their jobs, but -

unfortunately -- many others have not. 
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Information on Reconcilation Service Program 

August 11, 1975) 

Department Clemency Cummulativc 
Status Military o.f Justice Board Totals Totals 

Enrolled 4508 723 101 5332 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Completed A/S 52 ·9 7 '68 68 

At Work 1353 459 19 1831 1899 

Referred to Job(s) 909 170 12 1091 2990 

Job Interruptions 145 29 2 176 3166 

Postponed 63 '21 2 86 3252 

New Enrollees 15 57 72 3324 

Terminated 1986 20 2 2008 5332 

The success of the Department of Justice in having its applicants 

do alternative service reflects the threat of prosecution facing 

those terminated from the program. Many Department of Defense 

applicants may have applied for clemency just to end their 

fu.gi tive status and receive an Unde·sirable Discharge. This 

may explain the large number of Defense applicants who either 

never enrolled with Selective Service or later terminated for 

failing to accept the designated employment. 

The failure of many of our applicants to enroll with Selective 

Service or to begin alternative service work may be the result 



of two factors. Many of our clemency recipients may not 

understand some basic facts about their alternative 

service obligation. Unlike the other two agencies with 

clemency programs, we were unable to counsel our appli

cants in person. L::..kewise, our shorter alternative service 

assignments of three to six months may make it harder for 

our applicants to find jobs. 

10 
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